


TSSC has long been a pioneer in the manufacture of 
isothermal bodyworks. With over 55 years of proven 
expertise in the field of insulated panels, the company 
employs the latest techniques to manufacture insulated 
vehicle bodies to the highest standards.

These techniques guarantee thermal efficiency and 
durability offering you the most cost-efficient solutions in 
the long term.
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The Eutectic system from TSSC is a holdover or a latent heat storage system. The unit comprises 

of a 220V single phase or 380V 3 phase condensing unit coupled to eutectic plates mounted 

internally to the roof of the body. Externally, the system appears to be a normal over cab 

refrigeration unit as the condensing set is conventionally mounted above the cab of the truck

TSSC’s Eutectic System is a simple refrigeration 

system. It can be compared to a block of ice in a 

glass of water or to the freezer pack, which you 

put into a cooler box to keep your drinks cold. The 

eutectic plates perform the same function as the 

block of ice or freezer pack while the condenser 

replaces your domestic fridge.

INTRODUCTION

The system is plugged into an electrical supply 

until the plates are properly frozen, it can 

be unplugged and the vehicle used for its 

delivery round. Based on the duty the vehicle 

has to perform we calculate the number of 

plates required to maintain the required box 

temperature and select a condensing set 

capable of freezing the plates in the required 

time. The TSSC’s Eutectic System is ideally suited 

for repetitive daily delivery operations.
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Features &
Advantages

Basic Principles of Eutectic System

Superior Cool ing and Insulation

Cost-Effective & Energy Saving

Environment Friendly

The Eutectic System has been designed to maintain a constant 

temperature inside the cargo box (between -250C and -300C) 

irrespective of the ambient temperature.

The thick polyurethane foam panels offer superior thermal 

insulation and the air tight-sealed panel assembly prevents any 

cold air loss

External Power Source is utilised to freeze the eutectic solution 

overnight while the vehicle is parked. This results in a substantial 

cost saving over the conventional expense of relying on an diesel 

engine.

The omission of a diesel engine for freezing eliminates the 

emission of harmful exhaust gases, making the vehicle an 

environment-friendly solution.

The Eutectic configuration is noise-free and guarantees 

uninterrupted refrigeration even in the case of system or 

mechanical failure or in the case of a vehicle break down.
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Basic Principles of Eutectic System

Superior Cool ing and Insulation

The system consists of a compressor, condenser, expansion valve, and Eutectic plates. The 

externally mounted Condensing unit freezes the Eutectic solution(in the Eutectic plates)above 

and beyond the Eutectic set point (usually -330C), to about -400C.

Item Details

Compressor This converts high temperature and high pressure gas into liquid

Oil Separator Ensures that the gas discharged from the compressor is separated from the refrigerant gas 
and lubricant oil.

Condenser This is the cooling device that discharges gas with high temperature and high pressure 
passes.

Receiver This stores condensed liquid gas.

Drier Filter It works to remove moisture and impurities in the refrigerant gas.

Expansion V/V This device moves gas from the liquid receiver tank to the eutectic plates.

Eutectic Plate This works as an evaporator whereby the eutectic solution is frozen

Items Details

Urethane Panel
Insulated panel thickness of 100/120/150mm. The plate is 50mm thick 

with copper coil and Eutectic solution inside.

Eutectic plate The plate is 50mm thick with copper coils and Eutectic solution inside.

Condensing Unit
The condesing unit can be mounted as a roof mounted unit or an under 

mounted unit.

Control Panel The control panel operates using a 3-phase connection. It protects the 

refrigeration unit via safety measures embedded in the system.
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Usage of Eutectic System
Modern Trade Deliveries

Features Features

Options Options

Usage Usage

Long Haul Deliveries

Multiple side doors provide compartmentalisation for 
diifferent products

8 to 12 sides doors, Trolleys, side step, Internal 
Partitions.

Specification (Avilable size of  length : 2.88M - 7.50M for customized body)

Avilable Options

It is pertinent to deliver the frozen goods to sales 
stores at regular pre-determined diatances.
By installing internal partitions, the goods can be 
loaded into each chamber and protected against any 
damages
Using side doors greatly helps enhance performance 
by reducing the loss of inner temperature

One Side Door, Swing Rear Door & Air Curtain

It is suitable to transport large quantities of frozen 
goods for long distances to stores or warehouses 
enabling the goodas to be loaded/unloaded all at 
once.
Ideal solution to deliver frozen goods to warehouses 
or intermediate agencies of ice products.
Installing air curtain to the rear door prevents 
cooling air leakage from the inner ambient

L(m)
W(m)
H(m)
(m2)
Skin Pre painted G.I Sheets or FRP

FRP ( 2mm 3mm Thickness)

STANDARD

Depends on the 
temperature and size

Poly-urethane 100mm or 150mm
32 l / 37l 
6 - 12 PCS

2 swing rear door or 3 swing rear door

Material
Capacity (l)

Quantity
Standard

1.0TON
2.3 4.33.4 5.0 6.0 7.0
1.7 2.22.2 2.2 2.4 2.5
1.6 2.12.1 2.2 2.4 2.5

11 14.4 17.53.91 9.467.14

Any other sizes can also be 
customised

4TON3TON 5TON 7TON 10TON Remarks

Size

Panel

Eutectic Plate

Rear door

Rear Door Triple Type Standard Door Lock or Recessed Door Lock
(Standard size 630W* 1050H or customised size)

Standard
Standard or Folding Step

Aluminum Partition
Sliding / Fixed Type
Fixed Plastic Curtain

Single / Double
Single

Quantity

Each
Each
Rear

Rear
Slide

Slide

Rear Step
Slide Door

Slide Step
Internal Partition

Plastic Vinyl Curtain

Air Curtain

Specif ications - Customized Size
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By installing one side door with rear doors, it is ideal 
for transporting larger quantities 



Lower temperature dispersion: insulating panels are normally thicker than those used in association with ventilated 
units ( 150mm vs 100mm)
Lower energy consumption: the refrigeration unite need not be operated while travelling and nevertheless 
maintains an optimal internal temperature throughout the delivery shift
Eutectic plates systems allow product distribution through the side doors - your staff need not walk
into the body to access the product, thus enjoys better working conditions: virtually no exposure to sudden 
temperature changes and evident time saving during delivery operations.
Eutectic is the only refrigeration system that guarantees an optimal “cold chain” from cold storage unit to destination 
throughout multi-drop daily shifts, with temperature ranges between -350C and no less than -180C, as required by 
ATP regulations.
Lower maintenance costs:operations are minimal and can be carried out by any refrigeration technician- no need 
for an authorised service station.
No dedicated electronic board is required, therefore no electronic diagnostics devices or personnel are needed 
when malfunctions occur.

The Advantages of Eutectic Refr igeration 
Systems as opposed to Venti lated (blow) Systems

PARAMETER VENTILATED REFRIGERATION EUTECTIC REFRIGERATION

Operation Scenario Safety
Excellent for long service runs(>24hrs).
Refrigeration failure means product protection failure

Excellent for daily runs.

Excellent for product protection

Initail Cost High Low

Life Cycle Cost High Low

Temperature Response Excellent response to temperature increase
Slow response to temperature 

increase

Complexity High Simple 

Down Time Down time limited to precooling, loading and refueling
Plate recharging requires 8-10 

hours down time (overnight)

Reliability Good Excellent

Operating Costs High Low

Ordinary Maintenance
1000-1500 hrs scheduled maintenance by high skilled 

personnel

Little maintenance by low skilled 

personnel

Flexibility Good Optimum for multiple deliveries

Environmental Impact Exhaust discharge and high noise level
Few moving parts,quiet, no 

pollutants

Effective System Life 5 Years with proper maintenance Same as truck life (10-12 years)
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